The Case Based Reasoning is a paradigm of intelligent reasoning which consists on reusing results of previously solved problems (Source Cases) to solve new problems (Target Cases). It has been formalized as a five-step process consisting of: "Elaboration", "Retrieve", "Reuse", "Revise" and "Retain". In this paper we focus on the first phase of the CBR cycle with all of the required modeling to formalize a Case in our CBR-based system for semantic Web service discovery (CBR4WSD). This phase consists in formalizing the problem description and its structuring before launching the "Retrieve" phase and select the most appropriate Source Cases from the Case Base. We identify a set of basic descriptors to formalize Cases handled in our CBR4WSD system. In this conduct and in accordance with CBR policies, we put forward our Case representation model.
INTRODUCTION
Case Based Reasoning (CBR) is a paradigm for analogical reasoning, used to solve new problems based on the solutions of similar past problems. It has been formalized as a five-step process consisting of: «Elaboration», «Retrieve», «Reuse», «Revise» and «Retain».
In this paper we focus on the first phase of the CBR cycle with all of the required modeling to formalize a Case in our CBR-based system for semantic Web service discovery (CBR4WSD). This phase consists in formalizing the problem description and its structuring before launching the «Retrieve» phase and select the most appropriate Source Cases from the Case Base. We identify a set of basic descriptors to formalize Cases handled in our CBR4WSD system. In this conduct and in accordance with CBR policies, we put forward our Case representation model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the definition of a Case and its notation. Section 3 outlines the needs' extraction to describe a Target Case (Web service query) in our CBR4WSD system by identifying its functional and non-functional descriptors. Section 4 shows the representation of the solution part of a Case handled in CBR4WSD system. In section 5 we discuss the tasks included in the Target Case Elaboration phase and the encountered knowledge imperfection problems. Section 6 concludes this work and emerges a synthesis.
II. CASE DEFINITION AND NOTATION
We recall that in the CBR terminology, a Case represents different types of knowledge that can be stored in different formats of representation. A Case consists of a problem «pb » and its solution «sol (pb) ». The Case is then noted: Case = (pb, sol(bp)).
A Source Case is a Case that serves as an inspiration to solve a new problem called the Target Case. The coding is as follows:  Source Case = (Source, sol (Source))  Target Case = (Target, sol (Target)) The Cases are described by a set of descriptors which depend on the application domain. A descriptor is a knowledge that allows us to describe the problem. The descriptor "d" is characterized by a pair (a, v) [1] , where:
-"a" is an attribute defined by a name, -"v" is the value that is associated with it. An attribute is a characteristic of the application domain that can be numeric or symbolic. We describe the Case as the following: Subsequently, we use these definitions to represent Cases in our CBR4WSD system, which is dedicated to the automatic discovery of Web services in response to the query of a client requesting a service with specific needs. Thus, the « pb » part of the Case reflects the client's query and will describe its characteristics in terms of functional and non-functional needs. Similarly, the « sol(pb) » part should identify relevant and sufficient information for the invocation of the required service (Fig.1) .
III. WEB SERVICE DESCRIPTION ELEMENTS IN THE CBR4WSD SYSTEM
Web services are usually described using WSDL, the W3C standard. However, the lack of semantics in WSDL prevents the automatic discovery of Web services [2] . For this reason, a series of models incorporating semantics in the description of their Web services have been proposed. Among these non-standardized works, some consider the description of functional requirements [3, 4, 5, 6] and others consider the description of non-functional requirements [7, 8, 9] . These non-standardized description models have been used in many CBRbased approaches dedicated for web service discovery and composition [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . Nonetheless, these approaches mainly focus on the Web service functional properties.
The results of the study we previously conducted on these approaches have leaded us to propose a semantic description model aligned with W3C standards for Web service expressive description [16] . Also, we were asked to formalize our Cases in accordance with this model and its standards. We call « Atomic service » an elementary Web service grouping a set of operations. These operations are described using the standard parameters Input, Output, InFault and outfault to which we have added the parameters Goal, Precondition and Postcondition.
The « Characteristic » class generalizes these parameters. It can be semantically annotated using the association « Is annotated by » which connects the characteristic to a « Semantic Concept » in accordance with the principle of semantic annotation of SAWSDL.
The « Condition » class generalizes « Precondition », «Postcondition » and the « Atomic Formula ». According to WS-Policy, the nonfunctional aspects are expressed by the « Policy » class. A policy is described by a set of « Policy Alternative ». Each « Policy Alternative » includes a set of assertions described by the « Policy Assertion » class.
In order to describe the Web service functional and non-functional aspects, we have presented in this section an extended and enhanced service description. In the following section, we proceed by defining the set of Case descriptors (pb, sol(pb)) in accordance with the standards used in our Web service description model. Bitar.et.al The Case problem part « (pb) » reflects the client's query seeking a specific operation of a given service.
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Our representation of the problem part of a Case handled in CBR4WSD builds on our definition of the Web services discovery mechanism as "the act of locating a machine treatable description, of a previously unknown Web service describing some functional and non-functional requirements".
We consider these functional and nonfunctional requirements in the formalization of the Case which builds upon our enriched Web services description model. Thus, in the problem part, we distinguish the functional properties (FP) from the non-functional properties (NFP). Our Case has a functional part and a non-functional one in its problem space, hence the notation: pb = (FP, NFP).
A. Functional descriptors of the Case problem part
The functional properties expressed in the Case « (pb) » part will be represented by the attributes «Goal, Input, Output, Precondition and Postconditon » relating to an operation of a SAWSDL service. Thus, the descriptors of this part are illustrated in Table 1 . During the «Elaboration» of the Target Case, the first three functional descriptors (ds1, ds2 and ds3) are absolutely mandatory and no research will be launched if one of them is incomplete.
The ds4 and ds5 descriptors are optional and the absence of their values does not block the discovery but it can lead to «false-positive» results, especially in the case of ds4. However, the existence of information in these descriptors automatically gives them a mandatory aspect to be considered while the discovery.
Formally, the descriptors of this part are not handled in the same way because they belong to two different categories: 1-Informational descriptors (ds1, ds2 and ds3). 2-Conditional descriptors (ds4 and ds5).
Our system assigned to each descriptor an attribute relative to the information presence and is noted . In the first three descriptors, this attribute is equal to 1 and in the ds4 and ds5 descriptors, it can have the value 0 or 1 depending on the presence of information or not.
In addition, as regards the first three descriptors (Informational descriptors), our system assigns a second attribute relative to the value of the descriptor noted . It reflects the considered concepts from the hierarchical model of the used domain ontology.
The first three descriptors of the problem's functional part (ds1, ds2 and ds3) have therefore two attributes related to the presence of the information in the descriptor and the descriptor value: = ( , ). However, ds4 and ds5 conditional descriptors require a special formalization. Whether it is a precondition or a postcondition, a conditional descriptor expresses a condition that must be met during discovery.
For several years, automatic processing of conditions and constraints has known great success in theoretical and academic point of view as well as practical and industrial one. Thus, several studies have been presented in the literature among which we mention: OCL (Object Constraint Language) [17] , TL (Temporal Logic) [18] and FOL (First Order Logic) [19] . These work are distinguished by the power and effectiveness of their calculation in various fields, by using effective tools called constraint solvers.
However, the use of these work requires a mastership in the treatment of constraints and complex predicates, specifically in writing programs and the declaration of the constraints' programming. This constitutes a major obstacle to the use of these work in the expression of constraints.
So, faced to this problem we chose to associate a condition, regardless of its type (precondition or postcondition), to an atomic formula stating a client's constraint. This combination does not only facilitate expressing conditions in a simple format to be handled by users of our system, but also matching descriptors between the client's query and their corresponding in existing services concerned by these conditions.
Our atomic formula is a constraint on a given concept of the used domain ontology. Thus, this ontological concept is compared to a specific value (instance) via a comparison operator (=,! =, <,>, ≤ or ≥). We recall that each one of the descriptors ds4 and ds5 is a list that may contain one or more elementary conditions. In the context of complex or composite conditions we distinguish the use of operators «Logical AND » and «Logical OR». These are combinatorial logic functions directly issued from mathematical (Boolean algebra), which are the basic tools of programming constraints. When ds4 or ds5 descriptors have several elementary conditions, they are implicitly linked by « Logical AND », forming as a result a complex condition that requires the validity of all its components.
Regarding the «Logical OR» in the case of preconditions and postconditions of a Web service, the use of this operator has only a real interest within the same elementary condition. It allows the service provider and the customer to express a condition opened to several choices that can be defined among the instances of the operated concept.
We illustrate the use of both logical operators within the descriptor ds4 in the following example. Given a client seeking an online flight booking service. In the description of its query, the client wants to express its requirements in terms of preconditions by the following list:
(PayementMode =«Visa Electron» OR «American Express») AND (Airline.Co = « MEA Airlines »).
Our client expresses two preconditions:
The first one concerns the payment mode; he requires that its payment would be through a « Visa Electron » card or an « American Express » card. It is this ambition that the operator « Logical OR» is used. The second precondition regards the airline company. The client requires only a booking with «MEA Airlines».
However, in the treatment of the descriptor ds4, the operator « Logical AND » is considered between the two preconditions, forming therefore a complex condition requiring the validity of each of its components.
In order to formalize our functional conditions, we use the following triplet to represent an Atomic Formula (AF) such as: AF= (C, V, O) where:  C: represents the operated concept. Normally it should be a concept of the application domain ontology (color of the car, etc...).  V: represents the instance(s) assigned to the concept.  O: indicates the relational operator (=, ! =, <,>, ≤ or ≥).
We assign four attributes to each one of the two conditional descriptors in the problem functional part (ds4 and ds5). Therefore, they will have:

: the presence of information in the descriptor,
: the operated concept,  : the value assigned to the concept.
 : the used operator. Thus, the descriptors ds4 and ds5 are represented as follows:
After defining the functional descriptors of the customer's query, we return back to our CBR4WSD system, more specifically to the component «Target Case Elaborator ». This component is responsible for completing the description of the Target Case by annotating the community service to which it corresponds. Using functional descriptors of the Target problem, this component must identify from a Community Base, the one which is associated with the Target Case. [20] The five descriptors presented before are not the sole ones that functionally describe the Case problem part. We supplement this set of functional descriptors by a key descriptor noted ds6. This original descriptor expresses decisive information which allows us to select the search space to be considered in the « Retrieve» phase. Formally, it provides information on the Service Community where belongs the Case.
However, unlike the first five functional descriptors (ds1, ..., ds5) whose values are initiated directly in the client's query, the value assigned to this key descriptor will be deducted after launching the query in our CBR4WSD system. Thus, using the « Goal », fundamental descriptor of the functional part of the client's query, we assign to the descriptor ds6 the identifier of the community which is associated with the Target Case.
After revealing the descriptors of the problem's functional part, we move to the exploitation of the non-functional part details to highlight its descriptors.
B. Non-Functional descriptors of the Case problem part
We recall that the non-functional properties express the conditions when interacting with a given Web service and they are related to different fields.
For example, the endpoint of a service can use messages encrypted by specific cryptographic algorithms. These non-functional properties specify the level of security provided by the Web service when it is accessed thru this endpoint.
Thus, different Web services or even a given Web service using different endpoints may provide the same functional properties with different nonfunctional aspects. These aspects are, in fact, the essential criteria of the selection process.
The description of the problem's nonfunctional part is inspired from the non-functional properties of the Web service operation. We have chosen to express them by means of policies ( Figure  2) .
A policy is a set of policy alternatives, where each alternative is represented by a set of policy assertions. However, in our CBR system, we have chosen to associate a policy in its assertion level to an atomic formula stating a preference of the client. This brings us to represent a policy by one or more atomic formulas. This transformation does not only facilitate the expression of non-functional properties but also the matching between the non-functional properties of the client and the ones of existing services.
The non-functional descriptors of the Case problem part (pb) are represented as ds7 (Table 2) . Table 2 . Non-Functional descriptors of the Case problem part.
While elaborating the Target Case, the nonfunctional descriptors are optional and the absence of value at this level does not block the discovery process. This section is specifically used to express preferences of the client and not his requirements.
However, keeping so generic the definition of a non-functional property can lead to matching problems due to a wrong consideration of the constraint semantic concepts. This is why we limit our non-functional properties' diameter to the QoS circle. Accordingly, our atomic formula represents a constraint on a given characteristic or concept of the employed QoS ontology. Thus, this concept is formally compared to a precise value via a comparison operator (=,! =, <,>, ≤ or ≥).
A client can have multiple non-functional properties. However, these properties don't have the same importance degree in his priorities. He may has some properties much more important than others, hence the need to use a weight assigned to each property so as to indicate its importance to the client.
We recall that the descriptor ds7 is a list that may contain one or more elementary conditions.
In the context of complex or composite conditions we distinguish the use of operators «Logical AND » and «Logical OR». These are combinatorial logic functions directly issued from mathematical (Boolean algebra), which are the basic tools of programming constraints.
When ds7 descriptor has several elementary conditions (assertions), they are implicitly linked by « Logical AND », forming as a result a complex condition that requires the validity of all its components.
Regarding the "Logical OR" in the ds7 descriptor representing Web service non-functional properties, the use of this operator has only a real interest within the same elementary condition. It allows the service provider and the customer to express a condition opened to several choices that can be defined among the instances of the QoS concept in question.
We illustrate the use of both logical operators within the descriptor ds7 in the following example. Given a client seeking an online flight booking service. In the description of its query, the client wants to express its preferences in terms of non-functional properties by the following list:
(
Language = « English » OR « French ») AND (SecurityEncryption = « RC4 »).

Our client expresses two assertions:
The first one concerns the desired language; he prefers « English » or « French ». It is this ambition that the operator « Logical OR» is used.
The second preference regards the security. The client prefers a service using the encryption algorithm «RC4».
However, in the treatment of the descriptor ds7, the operator « Logical AND » is considered between the two assertions, forming therefore a complex condition requiring the validity of each of its components.
In order to formalize our non-functional condition, we use the following quadruplet to represent an atomic formula (AF) such as AF= (C, V, O, W) where: C: Normally it should be a concept of the special ontology of QoS (price, response time, security level, etc..). This does not mean that this parameter cannot be a concept of the application domain ontology (the color of the car, etc..).  V: represents the instance(s) assigned to the concept. It can be quantitative or qualitative value (number or other).  O: indicates the relational operator (=, ! =, <,>, ≤ or ≥).  W represents the weight and it indicates the degree of importance of a non-functional property for a client in his query. Thus, in the second part of the problem (pb) dealing with non-functional properties, we assign five attributes to each atomic formula of our descriptor. Therefore, each atomic formula will be described by the following attributes:
 : the presence of information in the descriptor.

: the QoS concept in question.
 : the value assigned to the concept.
 : the used operator.
: the weight assigned to the nonfunctional property. Thus, the descriptor of the non-functional part is represented as follows: Table 3 illustrates the overall structure of the problem part of a handling Case in the CBR4WSD system. Table 3 . Structure of the problem part of a Case in CBR4WSD.
C. Transformation of a concrete Web service description into a Case
To better understand this migration from the level of Web service standard description to the level of a Case in our CBR4WSD system, we have chosen to illustrate this action with a concrete example. Our example deals with a Flight Management Web service (book a flight, cancel a reservation, confirm a reservation ...). We present in the figure above (Fig. 3) an excerpt from the functional part of our Web service «Flight Manager» which is described in SAWSDL and we focus on the operation «bookFlight» (line 29) for flight booking. This operation is semantically annotated according to our model presented in Fig. 2 . We can see clearly the use of the «conceptType» attribute in referring ontological concepts in the «bookFlight» (Figure 3 -line 30) . This operation is annotated by by the following concepts: «bookFlight» (goal), «paymentVisa» (precondition) and «sendEmailNotif» (postcondition). In addition to these three new elements that we have incorporated into the SAWSDL description, there are two other descriptive elements in the operation «bookFlight». We are talking about the elements «FlightRequest» (Input) and «FlightResponse» (Output), which in our example are represented by complex structures (lines 4, 17) each consisting of a set of simple elements. As for the non-functional part of our service, we present in Figure 4 an excerpt from the WS-Policy description corresponding to the «bookFlight» operation. In this description, we use special ontologies to express conditions as an atomic formula, specifically the QoS constraints. Thus, an expression composed of quadruplet <parameter, value, unit, operator> is associated with each such constraint. This is the case of «ResponseTime» and «ServicePrice» (lines 14, 20) . However, the constraints which are not relevant to the QoS are specified in accordance with WS-Policy norms. We define in our example the encoding type «Text Encoding» (line 10) and the language used «Language» (line 11).
Fig. 4. Excerpt from the non-functional description associated to the «bookFlight» operation
We finalize our example by creating the appropriate Case to the description of the «bookFlight» operation. Table 4 shows the problem part in our Case which reflects the details of the functional and non-functional descriptions of the «bookFlight» operation. Each part has its own descriptors and each descriptor is a set of attributes that will be used later in our calculations of similarities. In our Case example, we use 7 descriptors (ds1, ..., ds7) to cover all the descriptive requirements of the concerned operation We note that in the non-functional part of the Case, the weight attribute assigned to each NFP is not described in the concrete description of the service. Rather it is the client who defines them in its query. Bitar.et.al Table . 4. Problem part of the Case representing the « bookFlight» Operation from the «FlightManager» service.
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IV. REPRESENTATION OF THE SOLUTION PART OF A CASE HANDLED IN CBR4WSD
In this section, we focus on the formalization of the solution part « sol(pb) » of our Case. In our approach, we sought to highlight certain aspects of representation that will help to provide an optimized and efficient solution which is responsive to the problems of non-invocation that may occur. In the following, we detail these aspects that motivated our choices in terms of information needs.
A. Informational needs taken into consideration
When invoking a well-defined operation of a Web service, the client must have information that allows him to precisely locate the requested operation. This is done through information that indicates the service where the requested operation belongs and the service provider contact with whom the client should communicate in case of failure. Also, these properties, alone, are not sufficient to access the requested operation, since a service that implements many operations distributes their physical access thru different endpoints. Each endpoint is the gateway for a physical access to one or more operations. It is therefore imperative to know these technical properties. After selecting the most similar service to the query, the customer may encounter a problem due to non-compliance of its technical properties between its system and the invoked service. This may be due to the communication protocol used to invoke the service or even the data schemas used to represent the service's results. Finally, in the case where many solutions are returned to the client, a further degree related to the criterion of the solution quality is strongly required to guide the choice of the client. He can then select the adequate solution from those responding its functional and non-functional properties. According to the needs outlined above, the information related to the solution part of the Case is divided in three categories:  Location of the service and its operation. It gives information about the Web service and its URI but also the information concerning the target operation in this Web service.  Technical characteristics offered by the target operation. It gathers the technical information needed to access the requested operation but also the data schema that models the results provided by the service.  Client satisfaction degree. This category is described by the percentage of the client satisfaction in terms of functional and nonfunctional properties and also a degree of an overall satisfaction.
In the following, we use this information to model the solution part of the Case. 
V. TARGET CASE « ELABORATION»
According to Mille [21] , the «Elaboration» phase consists in building the Target Case based on the Inputs of the CBR system. This phase has two main tasks: the creation and the preparation of Target Case. To better understand it, we present in the section below how we apply these two tasks within our CBR4WSD system.
A. Creating and preparing a Target Case
During the «Elaboration», we create the new Case according to the description specified to the application domain. However, Fuchs [22] proposed to complete, if possible, a problem description by collecting other relevant information to find the solution of the target problem.
The essential idea was implemented in our CBR4WSD system particularly in the component « Target Case Elaborator ». This component is responsible for completing the description of the Target Case by annotating the Service Community to which it corresponds. Hence, using the « Goal », fundamental descriptor of the functional part of the client's query, this component identifies the identifier of the Service Community which is associated with the Target Case.
Thus, we completed our set of functional descriptors (ds1, ..., ds5) by a key descriptor noted ds6. This original descriptor expresses decisive information that allows us to select the search space to be considered in the « Retrieve» phase. Formally, it provides information on the Service Community where belongs the Case. As we mentioned before, the value assigned to this descriptor is inferred from the client's query.
The second task of the «Elaboration» phase is responsible for preparing the Case, by choosing the appropriate indices for Case research [23] . These indices are some descriptors that are relevant to the resolution of the problem and that constitute the basis of research in the Case Base. This is exactly what we did by determining which descriptors among our Case structure are indispensable to process each new Target Case. Thus, we retained mandatory descriptors such as « Goal, Input and Output» and no discovery process can be launched without these descriptors, unlike other descriptors that are second class matter. This does not undervalue the consistency of the information provided by these descriptors if it exists. This «Elaboration» phase which consists of formalizing the problem description is not as simple. It may be accompanied by problems related to the knowledge handled in Cases. We expose this idea in the next section.
B. Knowledge Imperfection Problems
The CBR is a problem solving paradigm that is based on the reuse of past experiences, stored in a Case Base, to solve new problems called Target Cases. Generally, using experiences or problems, means concrete Cases involving approximate, blurred or vague knowledge, expressed in human language. These knowledge imperfections are due to reasons related to obtaining knowledge by observation and the representation of this knowledge. They range among three different types [24]  The imprecision concerns digital knowledge as in the case of measurement errors (weight with 1% margin for example) or flexible knowledge (load capacity of a lift up to 4 or 5 persons).  The uncertainty reflects a doubt about the knowledge validity. It can, for example, be due to a relative reliability of the means used during the knowledge capture. It can also occurs when the observer intentionally give erroneous, incorrect or inaccurate information. Finally, a difficulty in knowledge obtaining or verification and forecasts are also examples of cases that lead to uncertainties.  As for the incompleteness, it constitutes a total or partial absence of knowledge. It is, in general, due to the inability to obtain certain information (e.g. forms which are not completely filled.) or to a problem occurring at the time of the knowledge capture (e.g. image with a hidden part).
After presenting the problems generally faced in CBR systems, we return to our own system to present the situation. In fact, in our system specifically designed for Web services discovery, we do not find all problems of knowledge imperfection.
The Target problem is structured in such a way as to describe in detail the properties of the sought operation of a service. However, the descriptors of this part of the Case do not include data that can withstand uncertainties or inaccuracies. The handled Target problem does not reflect a real perception as in the case of medical and industrial diagnosis, where we can easily fall on imprecise and uncertain data. In our system, it is rather the solution we seek that is real and concrete. Thus, the only problem of imperfect knowledge that we encounter in our Case is the incompleteness since the definition of our descriptors admits both mandatory and optional descriptors. No Target Case will be generated if the client tries to run a query with incomplete data at mandatory descriptors (Goal, Inputs and outputs). However, if it is the case in optional data, we treat the problem of incompleteness in the «Retrieve» phase without having to modify or complete incomplete descriptors, due to the unpredictability of the preconditions or postconditions of a client or even its non-functional properties.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have focused on the « Elaboration » phase of a Case in our CBR4WSD system which is dedicated for the automatic discovery of Web services. We have described how to represent our Web service Case, while respecting our departure goal as regards the alignment with W3C standards. Thus, based on our enriched semantic Web service description model, we have extracted our needs in terms of data or significant information to formalize our Case in its two parts « pb » and « sol(pb) ». A general structure of a Case handled in our CBR4WSD system was also presented. In the study of the « Elaboration » phase, we have also exposed the tasks of creating and preparing Cases and we have presented their application in the specific context of our system. Finally, we have presented the problems of 
